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Students To Sign Up For
Maine Day Projects Monday

tifill)t•r 21.

Ruth Clough Guest Clement
At Panhell Banquet;
Presidents Honored To Head

Herrick Elected
'Campus' Staff

Cleanup projects and a program of fun were lined up this week
The announcement of the 1945-44
as the Maine Day Committee announced plans for a gala Saturday
Councill John H. Clement was elected editor-in-chief and Helen Herrick
on May 12. Students will have an opportunity Monday in classes president of the Panhellenic
and
the
five
presidents
new
of
the na- lbusiness manager of The Maine Campus at the annual elections held
to sign up for the projects on which they 'v mid like to work.
on Friday, April 27.

tional sororities on campus will be a
This year's Maine Day won't be
highlight at the annual Penhellenic
• Other editorial staff members electquite like those of old, which included rti
banquet to be held at 6 p.m. on Satured at the same time were Valerie Par''..ftedwaiwalbaites
day, May 5, in Estabrooke Hall. An-:
kin and Charlene Lowe, associate edithe famed campaign for mayor of the
•
other feature of the evening will be •
tors: Gerry Small, makeup editor;
campus, bonfires, picnics, and fraterthe awarding of the Panhellenic scholElaine McManus, news editor: and
nity electioneering and competition,
Ivan Crouse, sports editor.
I he Linvcr.ity of Nlaine will arship cup to the sorority maintaining
but it will be a day of fun and frolic
Those elected to positions .;n the
recognize the ending of hostilities the highest scholastic average for the
past three terms.
for all.
business
staff were Fay Jones, adverin Europe on V-E Day by appropriMiss Ruth Clough, only woman
tising manager; Alice Fonseca. subAs in past years, the big feature of
ate exercises as planned by the as- senator in the Maine upper house, will
scription manager; and Penny Chase,
Maine Day will be the faculty show
sembly committee. The day will be be the guest speaker, and Mary Courtcirculation manager.
in the evening. This show is well
in no sense one of jubilant celebra- wright, as a student speaker, has
This new staff will take office immeunder way and promises to be an exchosen the topic "Why Students I
diately with next week's issue, under
tion.
cellent chance for the students to turn
Should Be Interested in World Afthe guidance of the old staff for the
Everyone on campus will be notithe tables on faculty members.
fairs."
remainder of the year.
fied immediately, and the University
Proceedings will start Saturday will gather as a community for an
This year's Panhell president, GerClement is a sophomore pre-medical
morning with a Parade to Projects. assembly, at which
student, president of Phi Eta Kappa
there will be ry MacBurnie, will be toastmistress,
led by the band. Work will be done music by the glee club and
House, and is a veteran. He worked
band and and the program will come to a close
from 8-11 :30. Assignment of workers a brief talk by President
on the business staff of the Campus
Arthur A. with a toast from the new president.
to each job will be announced in next Hauck on "The Task Ahead." There
Peg Jameson, '46, is chairman of
during his freshman year.
week's Campus.
the
Panhellenic Council committee
Helen Herrick. a junior psychology
will also be brief talks by one of the
planning the banquet and is assisted
The Maine Day projects include: students and a veteran.
major, and Chi Omega's Panhell repby Charlene Lowe, '46, and Janice
cleaning the carpenter shop area; cabresentative, is an off-campus woman
Everyone realizes that the war
Brown, '47.
ins (shrubs and grounds); SAE to will by no means be over
and
has worked on the staff since her
on V-E
Sigma Chi (lawns and shrubs); Elms Day. It will be a day of thankfulfreshman year.
Invited to this formal affair are all
(lawns and shrub beds); Stevens to ness and prayer with the emphasis sorority members and the group adValerie Parkin is a member of AlJonx H. CLEMENT
Mechanics Shop (lawns and shrub being placed on paying
pha Omicron Pi sorority, a sophomore
tribute to visers.
beds); Balentine, Colvin, and Esta- those who are carrying the battle
Eagle, chairman of the Christian Faith
brooke (shrubs); sweeping roads; for us.
Committee of the MCA, and has
roving pruning crew; planting crew;
worked for the past year as news edicleaning at MCA: botanical garden
tor of the Campus.
project; ski-slope clearing project;
Charlene Lowe, a junior economics
cleaning walls of Memorial Gym;
major, is a Phi Mu, a member of
cleaning around Memorial Gym;
Women's Forum, and has been makeup
Rev. Walter L. Cook, pastor of the
cleaning for Masque in Little Theatre.
editor of the Cantpus for two years.
Second Baptist Church in Calais, will
Gerry Small has worked on the staff
In the afternoon, there will be a
be the guest speaker at the Morning
double-header baseball game with Con- Following is the program to be Worship Service on Sunday, May 6, President Arthur A. Hauck will be as a reporter for the past year. She
host to the international Relations is a sophomore in the College of Arts
necticut. The evening will be cli- played by the Bangor Symphony Or- at 10:45, in the Little Theatre.
maxed by the faculty skit and also a chestra at the student assembly MonClub
at his home Wednesday, May 9. and Sciences, and is a member of
Rev. Cook is a graduate of Andoverstudent entertainment.
day, May 7, at 9:30 a.m. at the Me- Newton Theological Seminary and The Role of Education in Interna- Deutscher Verein and Phi Mu.
(Continued on Page Three)
morial Gymnasium:
Boston University. He served as stu- tional Understanding will be under
The Star Spangled Banner (first dent pastor at Hebron Academy bediscussion with Dr. Hauck and Payson
verse) Smith - Keyes; Hungarian fore accepting his present pastorate.
Smith as speakers.
Overture "Ilka," Doppler; Excerpts
from the Incidental Music to Daudet's
Speaking on The Non-Recognition
NOTICE
Drama "L'Arlesienne," Bizet; Minuet,
Policy of the United States at the
The University will return to the Adagietto (for String Orchestral. \\Omen's Fortin] u ill meet Thur.- last meeting, Dr.
Athern Dagget O7
semester plan at the opening of col- Farandole; Adagio Pathetique, God- (1:. May 3. in the 13alentine Sun
Bowdoin
gave
College
a very interestlege in the fall of 1945 as announced ard: Overture to the Operetta "Poet Parlor at 7:30. Doris Foran will
ing
of
review
the
American
policies
Freshmen have been offered a real
today by the Registrar's office. The and Peasant," Suppc; "The Sham- lead th•• discuss•
on "Race Prob- I
Fall Semester will open for upper- rock," Fantasie on Irish Folk MeloPreceding the discussion,'during the last twenty years. In his opportunity this term, a chance some
classmen for registration on Mon- dies, Myddleton; The Star Spangled there w ill be a short business meet- discussion Dr. Daggett compared the of the upperclassmen have longed for
hut never have had materialize. Yes,
day, September 24. Freshman Week Banner (last verse), Smith-Keyes. jug to elect officers for the coming!
recognition policies during the Wil- members of the faculty
for entering freshmen will start on Adelbert Wells Sprague, Conductor. scar.
have very willsonian period with what later was ingly opened up their homes to any
Thursday, September 20.
known as the Stimpson doctrine.
students interested in attending a SunThe Fall Semester will end on
Members of the International Rela- day evening get-together.
Friday, February 8, 1946. ThanksManaged by the Student-Faculty
tions Club enjoyed a banquet at the
giving Day, Thursday, November
Penobscot Country Club Friday, April Relations Committee under the more
22, will be observed as a holiday, and
27. Faculty guests included Mr. and than capable hands of Betty Small and
the Christmas recess will extend
Mrs. I.awrence L. Pelletier and Mr. Bill Anderson. this new project has a
from December 14 to January 2,
and Mrs. C. Dewitt Hardy, who later twofold purpose. First, it gives each
1946.
member of the Freshman Club a
Women students will elect °Ulcers for the Student Government took part in the entertainment.
Classes in the Spring Semester
chalice
to know his profs on a perof 1946 begin on February 11. The Association and the Women's Athletic Association on Thursday.'
sonal. down-to-earth basis. Second, it
Spring recess will extend from May 10. All upperclass women will also vote at this time to choose
gives the guys and gals wilt) get a
March 22 to April 1. Final exami- the recipient of the annual Portland Alumnae Memorial Watch
touch of homesickness every now and
nations will end on June 14, fol- award. These elections will be held in front of the book,sti
ire.
then a chance to roll up their sleeves
lowed by Commencement.
and go to work in the kitchen or to sit
Therese Dumais and Mary Spangler*
The Summer Term of nine weeks were nominated for president of the leyball manager, Fay Jones, and Bararound a comfy fireplace for a healthy
which will follow the present Spring \'omen's Student Government Associ- bara Vaughn; assistant manager, Mona
bull session. All this in the atmosTerm will begin on July 2 and will ation; Phyllis Eldridge and Betty Jane Kimball, Helen Buzzell, and Barbara
phere of home as you see it in your
Music by the Southernaires will be
close on August 31. Freshmen who Durgin for vice president; Shirley Tibbetts; tennis and badminton manown home town.
are entering the University at the Sibley and Doris Foran for secretary; ager, Nora Chipman, and Dorothy featured at the Maine Hop, last semiMaybe some of you "hard-to-conopening of the Summer Term will and Carol Denison and Edith Anne Boulos; winter sports manager, Sally formal of the year, which will he held vince" people think that any party of
report for the Freshman Orienta- Young for treasurer.
McNealus, and Alberta Closson; as- on Friday evening, May II. front 8 this sort is hound to be stuffy and forto 11:45 in the Memorial Gym. The
tion period on June 29.
For the Women's Athletic Associa- sistant manager, Jan MacDonald. Carol gym will be decorated with cherry , mal. If you're among those, you
Denison,
archery,
Doris
and
Stanley;
should have been down to the Hitchtion, Rosanna Chute and Shirley
blossoms.
Hers' a couple of Sundays ago. Binky.
Titcomb were nominated for president Eliazbeth Jatneson.
The reception committee will be a very special wire-haired terrier, acWomen candidates for the Portland
Evelyn Foster and Barbara MacNeil
Alunmae Memorial Watch award are President and Mrs. Arthur A. Hauck tually sat at the table with the girls
The Deutscher Verein, the scholastic for vice president; Gloria Lombard
Florence Armstrong, Doris Bell Da- and Lt. Colonel Newton W. Alexander and had his meal served as he sat in
Rosamond
Hammond
and
treasfor
German honor society, will present at
vis, Ruth Hansen, Barbara Higgins. and Mrs. Alexander. Chaperons for his own special chair. "Cutest thing
their next meeting. Monday evening, urer; and Pauline True and Constance Loraine Davis, Ruth
Stearns, Geral- the evening will be Prof. and Mrs. you ever saw !" said Marit. who really
Howe
for
secretary.
May 7. at 8:15 in 19 SN, two movies
Candidates for basketball manager dine NfacBurnie, Barbara Atherton. Winthrop Libby and Prof. and Mrs. ought to know.
of unusual interest : "Alpine Village."
Benjamin C. Kent.
are Esther I.ibby. and Geraldine Raw- and Jennie Manson.
Embarrassing episodes are everphotographed in Avers-Cresta, a Swiss
cliffe ; assistant manager. Clarice EasThe committee planning the dance present when you get a gang together.
watch award is presented annuThe
mountain village, and "Roentgen- ier, Kathryn
Mills, and Doris Foran; ally to the woman member of the grad- are Robert Malcomson. chairman, At the Trefethens' home. Andy cerstrahlen" which shows the discovery hockey manager,
Mildred Byronas, uating class who, in the opinion of the Sgt. Robert Campana, Carol Denison. tainly turned all shades of red when,
of X-Rays.
and Patricia Stickney; assistant man- students and the University admini.- Paul Dowe, Esther Flagg, Alvah after unsuccessfully completing a pool
All interested students are cordially ager, Ruth Haines, Shirley Castner, tration, has done the most for the Uni- Ford, Evelyn Foster, Thomas Hood, shot, he backed up in disgust and
sat
invited to attend.
Joyce Marsh, and Anna Crouse; vol- versity during her course.
and Martha O'Brien.
(Continued on Page Three)

vians Completed
For V-E Assembly

Bangor Symphony
To Play Monday

Rev. Walter Cook
To Speak Sunday

Pres. Hauck Host
To IRC On Wed.;
Dr. Smith To Speak

Maine Will Return
To Semester Basis

Student-Faculty
Parties Successful
As Profs Entertain

WSGA, WAA, Watch Award
Elections Thursday, May 9

Semi-Formal Opens
Maine Week-end;
South'nairs To Play

Deutscher Verein
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THE MAINE CAMPUS
•

The Maine Campus
Publiaised Thursdays during the college year hy the students of the University
of Maine. Entered as second-class matter at the post office, Orono, Maine. Subscription: RIO per term. Local advertising rate: SOO per column inch. Offices on second
and third doors, MCA building. Telephone extension SI. Member Associated Collegiate Press. Represented for national advertising by National Advertising Service, lac-, College Publisher's Representative, 420 Madison Ave., New York, N Y.

MAINE ECHOES

Do you believe that only the "prop- contents of the Preamble to the ConIli, Mainiac—
ertied"
group, the group which has stitution. Of course, as they are largeTime marches on, and here it is
almost time for the campus elections a material stake in the country, should ly supported by and affiliated with the
again. Stu G and WAA nominations express itself at the polls? If so, you CIO, their first consideration is for
Editor-in-Chief
JOAN GREENWOOD
are out, and the candidates seem to be will probably be an opponent of Jef- the laboring man. But they do not
Editor
Associate
HAINES
MARIE
Makeup Editor a pretty good bunch. Too bad you fersonian democracy and of the PAC. stand for the "rule of the proletariat";
CHARLENE LOWE
News Editor can't be here to vote with us. We But if you believe in the rights of all
VALERIE PARKIN
still have hopes of getting at least 90% Americans to vote, if you feel that the they merely desire to aid the worker
ASSISTANT EDITORS—John Clement, Mary Elizabeth Marble.
CONTRIBUTING EDITORS.—Loraine Davis, Lala Jones, Alexander of the women students out for just one greater number of voters the more in benefiting from the great ideals
Adams, Norma Herzing, Ivan Crouse.
election before we're all so old that we
upon which his country rests. ManSTAFF MEMBERS—Muriel Polley, Betty Lehman, Val Warren, Elaine have to be wheeled over to the polls. secure and democratic will be the outagement
has its MANI; labor, its
come,
if
you
hold
that
a
job
is
properMcManus, Martha Leeman.
The girls vote for the recipient of the
REPORTERS—Gay Weaver, Aletha Meade, Constance Thomes, Mary Anne watch award, this time, too. Yes, ty, just like a store or a service station, PAC. However, PAC does not limit
then you will comprehend the real and itself to the problems of the laboring
Dineen, Gerry Small, Barbara Mills, Gladys Friedler, Bonnie Andrews.
indeed, there's a big day coming!
full worth PAC has assumed in man—it can not, for the "problems"
Don't breathe a word of it, but Phi American democracy.
cover more than labor. PAC stands
Acting Business Manager Beta Kappa and Phi Kappa Phi elecMARY E. O'CONNOR
for better and wider education, for
The
Political
Action
Committee
is
Advertising
Manager
tions will be ready for publication next
MARY E. O'CONNOR
Circulation Manager week. Everything always happens at feared by reactionaries everywhere; higher salaries for teachers, for repeal
NANCY CHASE
the committee backs liberals in any of the poll-tax and for anti-discriminaSubscription Manager once, around here.
JEANNE STAPLES
party. In the Solid South where sena- tion measures, for wide-spread social
ASSISTANT MANAGER—Jean Thompson.
Friday night the poor, tired old tors are often elected by
STAFF ASSISTANTS—Helen Herrick, Faye Jones, Nancy White, Dan
a mere 3% security, for the raising of farmFrazier, Alice Fonseca, Marit Andersen, Jan Scales, Sylvia Peterson, Kathleen Campus staff drags itself to Bangor of the population, they backed only incomes, for rural electrification, for
Wilson, Peg Spaulding, June Jacobsen, Carol Denison, Jessie Cowie, Terry for the annual splurge, officially Pepper, Hill, and Tchnson. In New slum clearance, for conservation, for
Garcelon, Beverly Peacock, Beth Clement, Jackie Dole, Catie McCain, Doris termed a banquet. Wonder what we'll England, they backed such men as the an improved banking act, for a real
Stanley.
get to eat?! One thing about the famed liberal, Aiken
(R), of Vermont, effection of the ideals mbodied in the
Campus affairs is the fact that speeches and
the popular Saltonstall (R), of Four Freedoms, for the chance of
are always limited to five minutes ...a
Massachusetts. But PAC did not back 'small business to flourish, for the propolicy in which I fervently believe.
men who were mouth-pieces for tection of white-collar workers—,
Saturday night comes the big shindig entrenched reactionaries. The New
Sidney Hillman, PAC's chairman,
for all sorority members, Panhell York Times published a news article wrote in Thi.: Week about its action in
The members of the Men's Student Senate, with all University banquet. Ruth Clough should have disclosing the fact that certain Old last year's election and its aims for
of Maine students, faculty members, and friends, have been deeply something really interesting to say; Guard Republicans were still knocking the future:
and, of course, we're all dying of the PAC. Yes, the Old Guard is "...We supported a goal many
grieved by the untimely passing of Dean Lamert S. Corbett, sympa- curiosity waiting to find out who the afraid; it hides behind its Maginot Democrats and we helped to defeat a
Line and fires out little sparks to good many Democrats. We also
thetic and wise adviser to the Men's Senate for many years. His new presidents are.
Maine Day is approaching on horse- touch off public prejudice; it is a dis- helped in the election of some Republifriendly personality, devoted loyalty, and constructive vision have back, and people are beginning to run grace to the Republican party. The cans and the unseating of others...We
been central in the growing influence and prestige of our organization around with slips of paper in their PAC's policy has been called "radical." fought bitterly against any candidate
fists and a wild look in their eye. That such claims are nonsense is with a bad labor record because we
on the Maine campus.
"What are you going to do??"
proved by watching PAC's methods; it are convinced that labor-baiters in any
Continually concerned with the fullest development of each stu- The really big news of the week was publicizes those men for office who public office are undesirable for all the
the Campus elections, but we don't like are believers in the democratic princi- people. We fought just as bitterly
dent as a cooperating member of the University community, Dean to seem to brag. Jo has done
a grand ples for which PAC stands; there is against the isolationists, and for the
Corbett always held high standards for individual conduct and for job this year, and Johnny certainly no irregular coercion, but merely a same reasons. But we did not align
will make a good successor. Got any campaign to put men into office ourselves exclusively with either party,
responsible student government. He exercised rare patience and news??
through normal and democratic con- nor did we attempt to create a third
stitutional
channels.
understanding in stimulating true growth in all students and within
or labor party. Instead, we tried to
Campus seems to be having a few
the expanding program of the Men's Student Senate. His unusual less visitors lately. Bing Etzel and For what does PAC stand? Nothing liberalize both. That we shall continue
more than for the realization of the to do."
success with Maine men lay in his innate sense of fair play, sound Lib Emery arrived for a day last week,
and then Bob Krause appeared. Mayjudgment of human nature, and constant willingness to view life be I just don't see everyone
any more.
from the student level. Throughout his many years of loyal service
It certainly sounds wonderful to hear
YOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN HITS
he always commanded the respect of the entire student body.
people talking about the V-E Day
plans.
The
program
is
being
whipped
Never losing sight of the physical, social, and recreational needs into
shape, and everything will he
of students, Dean Corbett's long service as Chairman of the Health ready when the old whistle decides to
Service. the Social Affairs Committee, and the Athletic Board bears blow. Here's hoping the whistle hurhigh tribute to his full life of service for the best interests of Maine ries up.
Business calls, so I guess I'd better
men.
go.
Few have been blessed with a more jovial nature or keener
As ever,
Minnie Lou
sense of humor, constant joys to all who knew and worked with

Be It Resolved...

BANGOR and ORONO
M & P Theatres

Dean Corbett. His hearty, contagious laugh so frequently smoothed
the way in personal contacts and organizational situations. His
Lincolnesque gift for personal anecdote endeared him to all.
All of us have lost a real personal friend in the Dean's passing.
Yet his memory will ever serve as an inspiration to us and countless Thursday, May 3
Masque-6:45
LT
other Maine men. His Maine spirit vill be with "his boys" wherever
Combined Glee Clubs-7:00 17 SN
they are found.
Friday, May 4
Balentine Open House-8-11 :30
In appreciation and affection, be it resolved therefore, that a
Campus Banquet-6:30-9
Bangor
copy of this memorial be sent to Mrs. Mabel C. Corbett and family, Hillel Service-7
:00
MCA
to the Maine Campus for publication, and be spread upon the minutes Sigma Chi Supper and
Dance for ASTP's-5:30-12
of the Men's Student Senate of the University of Maine.

Campus Calendar

Adopted April 24. 1945, by the Men's Student Senate of the
University of Maine.

With Many Thanks...
When I took office as editor of the Maine Campus last spring,
I accepted a challenge from the retiring editor—a challenge to carry
on the Campus as an organ for student information and expression.
I have tried to meet that challenge, and now I should like to pass it
on the new editor. There have been hard times; but the experience,
the knowledge, the friendships gained, and the fun of working on the
paper have far outweighed the rough spots, the tough breaks, and
the tears.
Being editor of the Campus, has meant 30 to 40 hours work
each week. It has been interesting work. I know that I have made
mistakes, but I have tried to keep the Campus going, not only for
the students on campus, but also for the Maine men and women in
the service.
In closing, I should like to thank Mr. Brockway and Mr. Ganfor
their generous advice and assistance. To all the staff memnett
bers. "Thanks a lot."

Saturday, May 5
MOC Overnight Hike Chemo Pond
Girls' Play Day-10-4:30
Alumni Gym
Colvin Tea-2:30-4:30
Panhellenic Banquet-6-10:30
Estabrooke
Sunday, May 6
NfOC Hike—All day
MCA Discussion Group-6:30-8:30
NE
Morning Worship-10:45
LT
Tuesday, May 8
Square Dance Club-7-8
Women's Gym
Men's Glee Club-6:30
SN
Orchestra-7:00
17 SN
NVSGA Council-7:30
Faculty Room
Contributors' Club--6:45 Balentine
Wednesday, May 9
Music Box-7-9
17 SN
Modern Dance Club-7-8
Women's Gym
MCA Frosh Club-5:30-9:30
MCA
Home Ec Club Banquet
Thursday, May 10
Campus elections
It ok store
Buy War Stamps and Bonds

Blacl
Husl

Pensive Pete

OPERA HOUSE
BANGOR

Thurs., Fri., & Sat.
May 3, 4, 5
Honeymoon with a dash of
homicide!
Pat O'Brien, George Murphy
Carole Landis
in
"HAVING A WONDERFUL
CRIME"
with Lenore Aubert
Sun., Mon., Tues., & Wed.
May 6-12
Sonja Henie as you've never
seen her before!
Sonja Henie in
"IT'S A PLEASURE"
in Technicolor
with
Michael O'Shea, Marie
McDonald, Bill Johnson, and
Cheryl Walker

BIJOU
BANGOR
Held Over—To End Friday
"SALOME,
WHERE SHE DANCED"
in Technicolor
Sat., Sun., Mon., & Tues.
May 5, 6, 7, 8
Nazi morale quivers and falls in
"HOTEL BERLIN"
with
Helmut Dantine, Andrea King
Raymond Massey, Faye Emerson, Peter Lorre, Alan Hale,
and George Coulouns

T HID
ORONO

Wednesday and Thursday
May 2-3
"MR. MUGGS STEPS OUT"
Leo Gorcey. Joan Marsh
plus
"LEAVE IT TO BLOND1E"
with
Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake
Friday and Saturday
May 4-5
"BELLE OF THE YUKON"
Randolph Scott
Gypsy Rose Lee, Dinah Shore
Sunday and Monday
May 6-7
"SONG OF BERNADE1TE"
Jennifer Jones, William Eythe
Owing to the extreme length,
feature only will be shown at
3:00 p.m. Sunday and at 6:30
and 9:06 Sunday and Monday
evenings.
Tuesday, May 8
"HOUSE OF
FRANKENSTEIN"
with
!.on Chaney, Boris Karloff
Wednesday and Thursday
May 9-10
"WHAT A BLONDE"
with
Leon Errol, Elaine Riley
plus
"DARK WATERS"
with
Merle Oberon, Franchot Tone
Thomas Mitchell

Bijou and Opera House operate continuously from 1:30 to 11 o'clock.
Matinee Prices : 35( to 5 o'clock
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Black Bears Lose Two Games
Huskies, 10-6; Wildcats, 19-7
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with the masque

Hints For Flaming CoedsTake It Easy; Don't Burn Up

By Cee Pavey

Tonight's show promises an abundance
of hearty laughs and g,fnuine
captain Cuccinello. ''Cooch" walked
By Val Sr.
moved, so how about using cotton
entertai
nment for all who attend. The
two
more
men,
gave
up
an assortment
The Maine Bears baseball team sufpads in their place? These pads can be
Sun worshipers, including the over
fered two defeats this past week-end,' of base hits, plus a few errors afield, situation arises when two happy-gosoaked in cold water and milady can
losing to Northeastern, 10-6, and then 1 resulting in seven runs and the ball lucky sisters move into a subterranean 500 coeds on this campus, dedicate
their hides to Mr. Sol. While many take in the ultra-violet rays in cold
to New Hampshire by a score of 19-7. game. Neither team scored during the apartment in Greenwi
ch Village.
comfort. Nose protection is next. For
remainde
r
of
the
game.
the Maine beauties take reasonable
of
Eddie Woodbrey started against the
Things
happen
fast
and
furiousl
y
for
The
team
moved to New Hampshire
doses of sun, others sacrifice them- that appendage an extra coating of
Northeastern aggregation and had a
cream is advisable or a white strip of
3-1 lead when he injured his ankle. for the Saturday afternoon game with there's never a dull, peaceful moment selves, apparently thinking that they
paper across the nose will serve the
when
Eileen
is
around.
Situatio
the
foln
Wildcats
. Ouillette started for
have nine lives.
This injury caused him to lose his
purpose.
"stuff" and had to be yanked in favor Maine, and was given a shortlived lows situation, and the climax comes
This article won't be a money-back
For you people who are gifted with
of "Lefty" Ouillette. Northeastern 2-0 lead going into the last of the when the Portuguese consul presents guarantee of how to get a tan in five
Eileen
with
a
medal
for
her help in hot
having that dark pigment, there are
tied the game up with a short two run second. New Hampshire took the
turns but it will help to keep you
several Rush-Its. A spray of vinegar
rally as "Lefty" retired the side. lead with a five run rally off Ouil- furthering the good neighbor policy. from burning up.
This
hilarious
highlight
is
further
will attract the rays, also salt water,
en.
Putting together a combination of hits lette and his successor, Charlie Kalnin,
Taking plenty of time is important
Atlantic preferably.
and errors, Maine again took the lead and held it throughout the game, hanced by Steve Padilla, the consul, in acquiring an even tan.
It is best to
If the harm has been done and you
in the top of the fifth, scoring three winning by a final score of 19-7. Gene who speaks Portuguese as his native take fifteen minutes for the
first week ache all over, there
are a few things
runs to lead 6-3. In the last of the Boutilier pitched the last three innings tongue. Pat Hutto plays the part of of sun bathing, then multiply
by two which can be applied
for the soothing
fifth, Ouillette walked the first two for the Kenyonmen, yielding but two Ruth, and Jan Scales is the inimitable for the following weeks.
For that of that "makesyou-want-to-go-jumpmen and was lifted in favor of team hits, one of which was a tremendous Eileen.
smooth, slightly on the chocolate side,
home run that cleared the left field
in-the-lake" feeling. Noxzema always
Other members of the cast are Jerry
try lying on your stomach as well.
fence with plenty to spare.
seems to be in the clutches of one who
Kogan. Dutch Holland, Irma Miller,
Caution: watch the back of your legs
has soaked up too much sun. Molay's
The game was played in the midst Steve Kodiac, Bill Sharpless, Jerry
at the knee joints! Plenty of olive
of a rain storm accounting for the McDermott, Arthur Rothman, Bill
Shaving Lotion has the rep. of soothoil is the best suggestion. Rub it in
seventeen errors made by the combined Booth, Lee Bausch, Norman Eckbold,
ing a blistering sunburn, as has Witch
vigorously, using generous quantities.
squads,
John Duerst, Charlie Kent, and Roger
(Continued from Page One)
Hazel. And if you are one of those
eleven by Maine.
If you are a lady fair—keep your coeds who go indoors
Saturday, the team goes to Bowdoin Gould. This show is Gay Weaver's
and look at
shirt on! Avoid staying in the sun a mirror and scream,
most energetically on a whole dish of for the last game away of the season. cutting from the entire play. It
"Holy cats, is
is the
more than a half hour. And some that me," some iced
cookies. Gracie and Freddie, host and Bowdoin has looked very well in
tea may tame it
its first time this has ever been done in a
kind of oil is a "must."
hostess, felt a bit sheepish, too, when other games, splitting two decisions Masque short show and it
down.
promises
The face always seems to be the tarthey appeared at Miss Buzzell's exact- with a powerful Bates team.
These do's and don't's should put
very good entertainment. Jeanne Ross
ly one hour and fifteen minutes after
directed. Mike White, Flo Sawyer, get for the severest burns. Usually you in tune with the birds and bees
the guests arrived. "We couldn't find
Bev Pitman. Betty Lehman, Sally wearing sun glasses while in the pro- weather and give you that cool, pretty,
cess of acquiring this beautiful tan outdoor look which is
the house," said Gracie.
Phillips, and
Gerry
so especially
Hermanson
outlines
your eyes when they are re- summer's own.
At Dr. Miles' Hobby Party all the
worked on the backstage part of the
girls were dying to know why all the
production.
men slipped off to the cellar by them(Continued from Page One)
* * * • •
selves. Oh, well, they didn't want to
Next week's show, Death Takes a
Elaine McManus, a freshman off- Holiday.
see the workshop anyway! It's still
will be directed by Tom
campus woman, has worked on the
a man's world. I guess.
Hood. It is a very different, intereststaff
as
a
reporter
and feature writer. ing phantasy
About that last statement, I somewhich will provide good
times wonder. You would have, too, She is the winner of the Griffin essay entertainment contrast to
the hilarious
contest
and
is
a
Phi
Mu
pledge.
if you had seen Lee Davis all dolled
comedies produced by the Masque so
Ivan Crouse is a sophomore in aniup in a pink apron, making toasted
far this term. Bart Holm will play
mal husbandry. He is a member of
cheese sandwiches at the Brickers'.
How do you like your spaghetti?
the part of Death; Dick Pratt, the
The University of Maine Summer
the
baseball
squad and has written Baron;
Does it sound like fun? Then look
Ever tried it cooked by amateur male Session will present the
Lee
Bausch,
the
second WorkDuke;
and
up your Student-Faculty representa- sports for the Campus for the past Charlie Kent, Corado.
chefs? The fellows in the Freshman shop in Elementary Educatio
Mike White,
n for eleterm.
tive. There may still be some vacanClub have accepted the girls' challenge mentary teachers and school
adminiFay Jones, a sophomore in Arts, is Masque costume mistress who has and are inviting
cies to fill. You're bound to have a
all freshmen to a strators from August 13 to 31 this
worked behind the scenes in every
a
member
of
the
Modern
Dance
Club,
swell time!
spaghetti supper next Wednesday eve- year. The Workshop
will again be
and active in WAA. She has worked show this year, will make her first ning. May
9, at 5:30 p.m. No women under the experienced leadership
appearan
ce
on
the
stage
in
this
show
of
as an advertising staff assistant.
are to be allowed in the kitchen, it is Dr. William H. Burton
of the GraduAlice Fonseca, a freshman, is a mem- in the feminine lead. This show prom- strictly
a male production, and they ate School of Harvard Universi
ty as
ber of the Maine Masque, is a Chi ises very good entertainment.
guarantee spaghetti "better than what director, with Miss Mary
• * * * *
Send Your Picture Horne
O'Rourke
Omega, and has been active in the
mother
used
to make."
The only criticism we could possibly
of State Teachers College, Fitchburg,
MCA Frosh Club. She has worked
make of last week's show, George
Special feature of the evening's pro- Mass., as major assistant.
THE COYNE STUDIO
. as a circulation staff assistant.
Penny Chase, a sophomore in Arts, It'ashington Slept Here, would be that gram will be Mr. Herschel Bricker, asThe program of the Workshop will
132 Main St.
Bangor, Me.
is an Alpha Otnicron Pi, and has been there just wasn't enough of it. We sistant professor of speech and adviser this year be divided into two sections,
very active in the Maine Masque. She enjoyed it so much that we wanted to for the Masque, who will read some of one for advanced and one for beginhas been circulation manager for the go on forever, laughing at the humor- his favorites in the drama classics. ners. Each section will begin with
ous situations. Penny Chase did an There will be plenty of singing led by a brief period
past year.
of lectures, discussions,
exceptionally fine job as a city lover Roland West, and a grand evening for and reading
followed by organization
who suddenly found herself in the all who dare risk it.
into smaller groups of students with
wilderness.
Norman Eckbold, the
Guylene Smith is chairman of the similar interests in particular elemenhusband, and John Duerst, the care- program committee,
and Mort Wil- tary school problems. Under the
Delicious Home-cooked
taker, also showed that, although it liams is in charge
of cooking the sup- guidance of the several leaders of the
was their first Masque performance, per, assisted by Don
Smaha, Fred Workshop the groups will devote the
MEALS and LUNCHES
they were troupers who knew how to York, Phil Fields,
Justin McIntyre, major part of their time to a solution
do a job well.
and Verne Byers. Other committee of concrete classroom problems includSECRETARIAL
at the
chairmen are Bud Barrows, in charge ing the production of materials and
Outstanding training tor college *omen
of promotion; Dave Crawford, ar- methods for use in the actual school
SPRUCE'S
Booklet "Gibbs Girls At Work- tells at
rangements; Eddie Ames, finance; class room.
unusual opportunities lor Gibbs graduates.
Bernard Prescott and Olivia Stickney, Dr. Burton and
Miss O'Rourke will
Open-7 A.M.-10 P.M.
Address College Course Dean
clean-up; Eadie Ann Young, setting be assisted in the
CLEANING AND PRESSING
administration of the
tables.
Except Saturday
Specialising in Ladies'
Workshop by members of the Maine
Supper will be served in the Rec State Department of Education, teachGowns
and
Dresses
Closes
Saturda
1:30
y
P.M.
I la [11411111( (
I)I)S
Room of the MCA by the committee ers from Maine normal schools, and
Mill St.
Orono
and the program will be in the Reading other assistants. The six assistants
NEW YORK 17
230 P.Irk A.
11
BOSTON 16
Marlborough
Room.
loaned by the Department of EduCHICAGO 11, 720 N. MochigAn
cation
will be Miss Zeta I. Brown,
PROVIDENCE 6 . .
155 Angell St
Director of Elementary Education;
•
• Irene M. L. Dresser, Villa E. Hayden,
OUR SPECIALTY—EXQUISITE DIAMONDS
and Lucy W. Bull, Supervisors of
Camera Supplies
Elementary Education; Louis E. HutLargest
East
of
Boston
BOYD and NOYES. Jewelers
to. Director of Physical Education,
Developing and Printing
Health and Recreation; and Harland
25 Hammond St.
Come In To See Us
Bangor, Me.
A. Ladd. Deputy Commissioner in
Charge of Curriculum and Instruction.
SCHOOL OF LAW
From the Maine normal schools will
NEW YORK
Shop Hard '17
be four assistants, Stella G. Dakin,
75 Central St.
Risser
Three-Year Day Course
•
(Continued on Page Four)
•
Four-Year Evening Course
By Ivan Crouse

Student-Faculty - -

'Campus' Elections

Herschel L. Bricker U of M Arranges
To Read Selections Second Workshop
At Frosh Club, Wed. For This Summer

1
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s our,

Marsh

ONDIE"
stir Lake

rday

fUKON"

ah Shore

iday

)ETFE"
m Eythe
e length,
shown at
I at 6:30
Monday

8

N"

Karloff

ursday

IDE"
Riley

IS"

Hillson's Tailor Shop

Fordham University

COEDUCATIONAL
Member A4sn. nf American Law
Schools

Under Accelerated Plan Day Course
may be completed in Two Years;
Evening Course in Two Years and
Eight Months.

'DAMN'S

JOHN J. NISSEN BAKING CORP.
BLUE RIBBON BREAD

•

(Enriched with Vitamin B,)

DOUGHNUTS — CAKES — PASTRIES

45 Columbia Street

Bangor, Maine

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES
FIRST YEAR CLASSES BEGIN
On June 11th and Sept. 24th, 1945
and February 4th, 1946

The Compliments
of the

For further information addre.is

Registrar, Fordham Univ.
School of Law

302 Broadway, New York 7. N. Y.

PARAMOUNT
22-26 P. 0. Sq.

Bangor, Me.

1
1

Just what you're looking for, girl.! Cotton and rayon
briefs
to wear under slacks and play suit.. Either in pink or
in white.
Also, figured rayon panties in blue and white or pink
and white.
Also, jersey and rayon crepe .lips for ••,iersdas wear
and
others for better.
We hase a nice line of gowns and slips for Mother
if you're
looking for a gift.
at

The RINES COMPANY

43 Main St

Bangor, Me.
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Muriel Polley '47
Elected President
File this under Chemo Pond—MOC
overnight trip week-end of May 5th Of Neai Mathetai

Camp Tanglewoocl
Scene Of Annual
By Lela Jones
You say you saw the sun shine last Overnight Retreat
week? Well, I hope it decides to do it

Jym Jots

MOC Pedals On;
Destination Chemo

and 6th. We will leave the UniverTwenty-five University students, acagain sometime....The tennis courts
p.m. on Saturday
companied by Margaret Rose, Rev. sity bus stop at 1:30
are still in a damp state so the tourna- Charles E. O'Connor, and Herb King, afternoon. According to the Pack
ment drawings won't be held until next left Saturday afternoon for an over- and Pine group that made this trip in
the fall, there will be plenty to do
week, as soon as the posters are signed night retreat to Camp Tanglewood in from camp, including fishing for perch,
Lincolnville,
Maine.
up by the prospective t ournament
snipe hunting, climbing Mt. Pickett or
winners.
The meetings were held in the main Chick Hill and taking a side trip down
The Interscholastic Sports Day lodge of the camp, and Harriet Stein- to Fitz Pond.
(otherwise known as Play Day) is metz began the retreat by explaining
Dr. and Mrs. Frederick Martin will
being held this Saturday, May 5. The the commission organization. Marga- be our chaperons, and they are bringdiscussion
evaluating
led
a
ret
Rose
given
games
is
of
outdoor
complete list
ing their sailboat. Canoes may also
with the time: From 10:00-10:30 the MCA program, and Herb King be available. But before you use any
games of tenniquoits, horse shoes, vol- spoke on developing a religious unity boats, a permission slip must be signed
ley ball, and giant volley ball will take through friendship on the campus.
by your parents. These slips may be
place, and from 10:30-11:00 outdoor
Sunday morning Mr. King led a obtained from your dorm representarelays of duck walk, dog trot, skin the discussion on "What Kind of a Pro- tive.
snake. Chinese getup, and Sir Walter gram Do We as a Christian OrganiRaleigh will be played. (Should be zation Want?" He also spoke on
fun to watch, too!) The indoor games "Love Thy Neighbor as Thyself."
—
of ping pong, shuffleboard, bowling, Herb King, guest for the week-end,
dart target, faba-gaga bean bag, ball is now working at Columbia Univer(Continued from Page Three)
bounce, giant volley ball will be led sity for his doctor's degree, having
by Barbara Vaughn. Nora Chipman. I graduated from hloorhouse College, instructor in Psychology, and Priscilla
Joyce Marsh, Judith Fielder. Martha 'Union Theological Seminary, and B. Peckham, teacher of Art, both of
O'Brien, Lois Baird. The relays will Oberlin Theological Seminary.
Farmington State Normal School;
be led by Gloria Lombard and Barbara! Members of the MCA who went on and Elizabeth A. Shaw, Critic TeachTibbetts. The informal sing takes the retreat were the following: Caro- er, Primary Grades, and Rita F. Torplace after luncheon with Nean Lewis lyn Comins. Ruth Fogler, Mary Ann rey, Acting Director of Training.
as song leader and Dot Currier as Hillson, Kathryn Mills, Evelyn Nich- Other assistants include Miss Anne
pianist. The color team captains for olson, Helen Noyes, Betty Palmer, Hoppock, Assistant in Elementary
the soft ball games with the high Phyllis Pendleton, Sally Phillips, Bet- Education, Department of Public Inschools are: Helen Buzzell. Helen 1 ty Small, Harriet Steinmetz, Con- struction, New Jersey; Grace L.
Noyes. Pauline True, Morna Kimball, stance Thomes, Isabelle Trefethen, Dodge, Center Grammar School,
Evelyn Ashby, Guylene Smith, Carol Virginia Tufts, Mary Weymouth, Boothbay ; Miss Phyllis Hawkins,
Denison, Phyllis Donham. The com- Willis Anderson, John Bragg, Joseph First Grade Teacher, Mallet Training
mittee in charge is composed of Chaplin, Bill Chesebrough, Rip Has- School. Farmington; and Mrs. Cather
Shirley Titcomb, Rosemond Ham- kell, Barker Hopkins, Don Smaha, ine L. Grimshaw, Teacher of Sixth
mond. Lillian Lewis, Barbara McNeil, Richard Tardy, Roland West. and Grade, Dedham, Mass.
Jennie Manson. and Ada Minott.
Fred York.
The quarter finals of the badminton
NOTICE
tournament have been completed. The
Travel Wise Stop at...
scores. Armstrong-Gordon, 11-1, 11-1, The MCA Frosh Club is sponsoring The
Armstrong; Broynton-Closson, 11-9, an all-University, informal dance, May
11-4, Closson; Brown-Dennison, 11-0 18, in the Memorial Gym. Music will
* MAINE
BANGOR *
11-1, Denison; Minott-Clements, 11-8, be supplied by the 10-piece band, The
Famous Maine Foods
Cheery Rooms from $1.75
8-11 11-9 Minott ; Vaughn-Chipman, Southernaires. Tickets are on sale for
5 minutes to R. R. Station
11-4, 6-11, 11-3; Crouse-Maxim, 11-5, 50 cents and can be bought from all
H. W. Chapman, Prop.
11-1. With the semi-finals. Chipman committee members.
defeated hfinott 11-3, 11-7 and Maxim
defeated Chutell, 7, 11-3.
The new members of the Modern •
Dance Club this term are Betty Hebei,
Maine's finer store
BRYANT'S
Muriel Gee, Kathryn George, Mary
Pinkham. Olive Coffin, Alberta ClosJEWELERS
for Diamonds
son. Sylvia Lane, hforna Kimball,
OF BANGOR
for the past 52 years
Sal Phillips, Maya Jones, Barbara
46 Main St.
Vaughn. Jean Wallace.

Workshop -

Tri Delta Offers
Scholarship Awards

Delta Delta Dt-lta is pleased to announce that a number of scho!arships
Muriel Polley was elected president are available again to women students
and Lois Ricker was elected secretary in colleges where there are chapters
at a meeting of Neai N1athetai of the of Delta Delta Delta. The awards will
class of '47. This honorary society be made July 1, 1945, and the gifts
consists of the ten highest ranking will be sent at once to the applicants
women students during their freshman selected.
year.
Applicants may or may not be memThe other members are Florence bers of Delta Delta Delta. but should
Palmer, Shirley, Castner, Barbara Mc- be juniors or seniors, working toward
Neil, Cecil Pavey, Phyllis Pendleton, a degree. They must be women of fine
Ann Woods, Arlene Cleven, and character, who will be useful in the
war effort or may be valuable citizens
Louisa Bacon.
in
the post war reconstruction period,
held
at
Dean
Edith
At this meeting,
Wilson's house on Friday, April 27, and who are in need of financial assistNeai Mathetai members decided to ance because of economic dislocations
have a pin designed for this society resulting from the war.
Application blanks may be. secured
which originated at the University of
Maine. Formerly no designation of from Mrs. F. D. Coleman, 3050 Stratthe honor was given except the an- , ford, Lincoln 2, Nebraska. Completed
nouncement of names. Plans were application blanks must be in her hands
made for a tea to be given for the by June 1, 1945. The Delta Delta
new members who will be named at Delta Committee on Awards shall be
the freshman-sophomore women's ban- the sole judge of the respective merits
of the applicants and will select a
quet.
limited number of recipients from
those applying.
Buy War Stamps and Bonds

BANGOR HOUSE
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Our stock of
101:i.

NOTIONS
is very complete

PARK'S
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PLUMBING & HEATING

1-37 MILL ST. ORONO, MAINE

Membar Fect•ral Rrie•rv• Bank

Young men and women will
always find this banking institution interested and helpful in their business progress.
Responsibility is reflected by
a checking account, which is
also a factor in establishing
credit and standing.

The
Merrill
Trust Company
W.th rar•Ivie offree•In
E•rrbern M•inti
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Menne Corp. Pbot6

Combat wire
moving up in a hurry!
Pin a carnation on
Mother and then let her
open a gift all prettily
bedecked from Freese's!
Accessories, perfumes,
dresses,coats,hats,something for her home....
there's practically
EVERYTHING
at Freese's!
Six Floors of
GIFTS!

FREEsEs

Every unit ties in by telephone to report on contact
between companies, and to discuss the next move.
That means combat telephone wires must be
laid down with every forward push. And communications crews must work continuously repairing the breaks in lines torn by tanks and amphibians and blasted by artillery and mortars.
Our Armed Forces still have urgent need for
huge quantities of communications equipment of
all kinds.That's why there is a wait for home telephone service.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

Member Fed•rel Deposit Insurance Corp.

"Service to the Nation in Peace and War"
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Doubleheader And Uncle Tom
To Climax Tenth Maine Day
This Saturday, May 12, is the day for students and faculty to
dig out their overalls and slacks and do justice to the campus for
which the University of Maine is famous. For the past ten years,
the Weather Man has been kind to Maine Day, but should he change
his mind this year, everyone is to meet in the Memorial Gym for
assignment to indoor projects.

\ Ulla,. I 2 1,

Rev. E. M. Bushong
Versatile Speaker
At Sunday Service

Dumais, Titcomb Elected
To Head WSGA, WAA

Rev. Eugene M. Bushong, pastor of
Almost four hundred women students elected Therese Dumais
the First Church of Christ in Longmeadow, Massachusetts, will preach and Shirley Titcomb presidents of Women's Student Government
at the communion service in the Little and Women's Athletic Associations respectively at the annual genTheatre at 10:45 on Sunday morning. eral voting, Thursday, May 10. These girls will take office in the

I

fall and will succeed Doris Bell Davis and Ruth Hansen, presidents

The parade forms in front of Balen-41.
1--of the associations this year.
tine Hall at 8 o'clock, picking up stu4e' The other officers elected yesterday
dents at Colvin, Estabrooke. Fraternity
Row, and ending up at President
were as follows: WSGA—Betty Jane
Hauck's house. After a brief rally
Durgin, succeeding Therese Dnmais as
there, everyone goes to the meeting
vice president; Doris Roan, replacing
place assigned to him, reporting to
Mary Spangler as secretary; ;;:id Carol
the project leader.
Denison, follov.ing Lala Jones as treasThe work period will end at 11:30.
urer. WA.--Evelyn Foster vice presSix seniors have been elected to
Everyone is to return all equipment membership in
ident ; Rosamond Hammond, treasurer
Phi Kappa Phi, accordNine students in the colIce of Arts and senior representative: and Pauline
to the project leaders.
ing to an announcement made today by
and Sciences have been elected to Phi True. secretary. These girls Will folBeginning at 1 o'clock, there will be Miss Velma Oliver, secretary of that
a doubleheader with Connecticut, organization at the University of
Beta Kappa, the national honor society. low Shirley Tite(gnb. Ruth Stearns,
which will be followed by softball Maine.
Membership in this society is the high- am! Betty Higgins in the offices.
games between student teams and stuThe WA:\ managers v. ill be anest
scholastic honor attainable in the
The newly elected members are:
dent-faculty teams.
nounced next week, as ri,4 all the balliberal arts college.
Barbara P. Allen, English; R. Pauline
The climax of this Tenth Anniver- Forbus. theater; Evelyn A. Gerrish,
The seven seniors chosen are: Thel- lets for those offices have been counted
sary of Maine Day will come at eight education; Geraldine B. MacBurnie,
ma Bradford. romance languages: as yet.
o'clock in the Memorial Gym, when psychology; Leona B. Peterson, ecoTherese Dumais has served this year
lean Crawford. English; Pauline Forthe faculty skit, Walter Whitney's nomics; and Olive M. Upton. English.
bus, theater; Marie Haines, history las vice president of W SCA and has
version of Uncle Tom's Cabin, will be
Membership in this society, which
and government; Elinor Hodgkins. zo- been president of Women's Forum, and
presented. There will also be a stu- was originated at the University of
ology; Geraldine MacBurnie, psychol- of Radio Guild. Debate Club 1:!;:nager,
dent program to supplement this skit. Maine in 1900, is open to the upper
ogy; and Leona Peterson, economics.!via. president of the junior class. activiIn assigning the workers to the ten per cent of the seniors from all
The two juniors elected are Barbara t:es editor of the Prism, ‘vini t':e Oak
various projects the Maine Day Com- departments of the University. on the
Allen, English, and Sally Soule. zo- ' Prize Speaking Conhst last year. and
. is on the Maine Day cc:turn:nee. She
mittee has tried as far as possible to basis of high scholarship and excellent
During his vacations Rev. Bushong I'logy.
is a Juno Ir history and gove7ninent
place each person on the project which character. Election to Phi Kappa Phi has worked as a telephone operatr'r.
'major.
lie has indicated on his preference is considered the highest scholastic shoe salesman, railway clerk, mach':
sheet. However, with the large num- honor one can receive at Maine.
Shirley Tit:omb was vice Lreident
ist, time-keeper, social case work' ,
Campus Party
ber of projects and considering the
W.‘A this year, has been a meinThe faculty officers of Phi Kappa and probation officer. The experiel.'
fact that some projects require many Phi on this campus are: president, Dr. gained at these varied jobs has
more workers than had signed up for Milton Ellis; vice president, Dr. Fred vided a valuable basis for comprehtl',,'
and the Bum Ec Club. She plays
them, it has been necessary to make Griffee; secretary, Miss Velma Oli- lug the problems and needs of th,
hockey and volleyball and is now vice
revisions. NVe are asking that every- ver; treasurer, Horace A. Pratt; cor- whom a minister serves.
presidint of the Elms. She is a Junior
one cooperate with the Committee in responding secretary, Philip J. BrockTh.eSliik‘atcr pi( :;ic
unis is to'mai,,ri ng in Home Ecommtics.
going to the project to which he has way; and marshal, Rev. Charles
E.
be the scene of the Off-Campus wienie i
been assigned according to the list O'Connor.
roast Friday, May 18. All Off- •Hie number of coeds voting Thursbelow. Anyone who has not signed
!Campus men and women who are in-' day was the largest in several years.
up for a work project and would like
terested are to meet at the MCA bus ' over 385 taking part in t7le election.
to come out and work is urged to join
stop at 5:30 p.m. Wienies and rolls
any crew which has an adequate supThe (. ,,iigregational Club ',I the will be provided for a twenty-five cent
ply of tools and whose leader is will,)nel b.ut drinks should be brought iron:
MCA
is sponsoring a series of dis- ifee,
1
ing to have hint join the crew. The 'Frida.
May 11
cussions along the theme "Marriages
following is the list of projects and
S.nli-1 -.#rinal Dance-8:00
Are Not Made in Heaven." The first
The chaperons for the outing art
the workers assigned to each:
Memorial Gym meeting will be held on Sunday, May Mr. and Mrs. S. T. Wallace and Miss
(Continued on Page Three)
illel Service-7:00
MCA 13, with Rev. E. M. Bushong, Congre- Eileen Cassidy. Merle Grindell, Gergational minister of the First Church ry Rawcliffe, Evvie Foster, and Mona
Satur(lay, May 12
of Christ in Longmeadow, Mass., dis- Kimball compose the committee in ; At the annual Panhellenic banquet
Maine )ay Cleanup-8:00-12:00
held in Estabrooke Hall last Saturday
Campus cussing the "Do's and Don't's of Dat- charge of arrangements.
evening. Charlene Lowe was introBaseball Gaines
duced as the new president of PanFaculty Skit
I.T
Sunday. May 13
hellenic Council for the comivz year.
At the same time the five retiring
MOC Hike-9:30-5
sorority presidents introdut ed their
Morning Worship Service-successors in office. They are as fol10:45
I.T
The Freshman Club of the MCA is
lows: Alpha Omicron Pi, Elizabeth
sponsoring an informal stag dance on Monday. May 14
St mirky Meetings
Jameson. an English major; Phi Mu,
Friday. May 18. from 8:00 to 11:45
l
By Elaine McManus
p.m. The Memorial Gym will be Tueoday, May 15
ments on stilts; picnic and hiking plans 'Yvette Molt, a romance language maSquare Dance Club-7:00-8:00
decorated on a Dutch garden theme
Far be it from a mere newsmonger are enthusiastically promoted; couples jor; Pi Beta Phi, Winona Edtninster,
and music will be provided by the
GYIn to give advice to the weather experts— loiter about campus waiting for spring 1 a home economics student ; Delta DelMen's Glee Club-6:30
Delta,
SN it's usually the other way around. But fever to set in.
majoring
Southernaires' orchestra.
Orchestra-7:00
17 SN after a fortnight and more of tremor
And what happens? Drip. drip, in sociology; and Chi Omega, VirChaperons will be Dr. and Mrs.
\VSG Council-7:30
and trepidation over what the day drip go the rain drops. Bye. bye, bye ginia Libby, a home cc.
A. M. Turner. Mr. and Mrs. F. T.
Faculty Room SS will bring in the way of a
Geraldine MacBurnie. retiring PanMartin. and Mr. and Mrs. David Wedne•clay.
climatic cli- goes the sun. Cottons wilt, lenses
May 16
max, it's about time that someone did blur, sketches smooch, plans shrivel.' hell president. presented the PanRose. Ruth Fogler and Rip Haskell
Dulta Delta Delta Banquethellenic scholarship cup to Alpha Omisomething about stabilizing the situa- dreams evaporate.
are committee co-chairmen. Connie
5-10:30
Bangor tion.
cron
Pi. the sorority with the highest
Howe will supervise decorations and
There you have it. A sad situation,'
Music Box-7-9:00
17 SN
This should be the meteorologist's but apparently an irremediable one. scholastic average for the last three
Fred York heads the orchestra comModern Dance Club-7-8:00
meat. All he has to do is to manipu- We know what the weatherman will terms.
mittee.
W.Gym late a few heat waves
Tickets for admission at fifty cents
this way and say. damp-hearted creature that he is—! Charlene Lowe is a member of Phi
Home Ec Club Banquet
persuade a handful of solar rays to "If this weather keeps up, yell have Mu and has represemed that group on
are on sale in the bookstore and may Thurrday, May 17
concentrate for more than ten minutes more of it."
the Panhell Council for the past year.
he obtained from the following Fresh- Combined Glee Clubs-7:00
17 SN on
this saddened sodden patch of the
man Club representatives:
So for the layman the victim who She is a junior economics major and
Band-7-9:00
Armory
Pine Tree State. Not that we're ask- religiously follows the "Rain" or , served as publicity chairman id
Bill Anderson, Theta Chi; Edie Ann
Masque Short Show-6:45
LT
ing special favors for our particular "Shine" report and dresses according-; Women's Forum and news editor of
Young, Balentine; Ginnie Houston, Friday, May 18
point of the compass, but, please, Mr. ly. there are just two points of view the Campus. She was recently elected
Estabrooke; Shicla Babson, Sigma
Freshman Club Dance-8-12:00
Weatherman, observe the chaos into open. Ile can make the worst of a ' associate editor of that publication and
chi and Delta Tau; Elaine Perkins,
Memorial Gym
which your temperaturemental prophe- sorry state of affairs, deal out another is assistant editor of the 1 usm.
Colvin; Fred York, Cabins; Doug
I NM Service-7
MCA
Peterson, ASTP: Don Harnish. Off-Camptts Picnic-5
hand of bridge—indoors. and join in l A toast to the future of Panhellenic
Stillwater cies have cast the campus.
Take almost any day from April 25 the chorus that is having nature Council and to student cooperation
ASTP; Neil FoLm, ASTP.
in
to May 8, inclusive: The calendar panned. Or he can say with some campus and world affairs, made
NOTICE
by the
NOTICE
legalized spring weeks ago; the sun authority and eventual optimism for new Panhellenic president, closed
the
The Maine Iht, project. %. ill be glares from the cast: coeds don fresh future generations: "We are in the program. A
receiving line, including
The library will be closed on Maine p -II
•il until Saturila7, Nla• 19. spring cottons, artistically minded Rain Age." But don't despair. Sta- Miss Clough. Dean FA it h ;.
,.
Day, Saturday, May 12. Reserved
shales collect drawing paraphernalia tistics reveal that the last Ice Age en- Mrs. C.ourtright, Gerry
The
faeu
II, skit ‘• ill It. 111•1111
MacBurnie,
hooks may be taken out on Friday
and settle down in strategic positions dured only 50.000 years. It has to end and the six new presidents,
formed in
:(1 Saturtla, 11a% 12. in the to sketch; practice surveyors
from 4-5 p.m. and should be return( d pl:
start some time. It can't go on forever ..., the living room of North Estabrooke
by 2:30 p.m. Sunday.
%ham at 8:00 p.m.
peering through mysterious instru- Or, can it?
I following the program.

Six Honored By
Phi Kappa Phi
Honor Society

Phi Beta Kappa
Members Chosen;
Nine Are Elected

Off
At Picnic Grounds
Friday, May 18

Campus Calendar

Gym Transformed
Into Dutch Garden
For Informal May 18

V:

mtact
move.
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Marriage Topic Of
Discussion Series

Charlene Lowe !s
New President OF
Panhellenic Comcil

Steady Spring Showers Soak
Saddened Sodden Students
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MAINE ECHOES

Pensive Pete
I

As the United States continue their know that every Yank Officer in China
Dear Mainiac---planless policy of diplomatic expedi- must sign a pledge not to arm or give
This is a big day in history, I've ency, the hoax of such an attitude aid to any but
the armies of the Kuobeen told, and I'm more than willing toward international affairs grows mintang. Red
Cross supplies for the
Editor-in-Chief to agree. V-E Day has come, and richer. This attitude, which was Communist armies have been blocked
JOHN CLEMENT
VALERIE PARKIN, CHARLENE LOWE.........
Associate Editors Maine is accepting it in the same mood forced bodily down the throat of the from their destination by General
Makeup Editor that Americans everywhere are—one present administration, becomes a Chang. Yet, the free Chinese, spurred
GERRY SMALL
News Editor of thanksgiving that we have pro- farce in the cases of China and Poland. on by real democratic spirit, have
ELAINE McMANUS
Sports Editor gressed this far, and of prayer that the While we decline to discuss the probIVAN CROUSE
licked the Japs by their own efforts.
ASSISTANT EDITOR—Mary Elizabeth Marble.
final day of victory isn't far off. For lems of Poland because there is no
What is this Kuomintang? It is a
CONTRIBUTING EDITORS—Joan Greenwood, Loraine Davis, I.ala Jones, those of you who are in service
"legitimate" government, we have
Alexander Adams, Marie Haines.
throughout the world, our hopes and maintained Sino-American relations one-party dictatorship run by a ruthSTAFF MEMBERS—Muriel Polley, Betty Lehman, Val Warren. Martha prayers will
continue until that great with a non-popular military dictator- less but, unfortunately, popularized
Leeman.
day
comes.
pluggin', kids; we're ship, the Kuomintang, and have actu- (in America, by the American press,
Keep
REPORTERS—Gay Weaver, Aletha Meade, Constance Thomes, Mary Anne
etc.) reactionary, General Chang Kaiwith you all the way.
Dineen, Barbara Mills, Gladys Friedler, Bonnie Andrews.
ally allowed that government to as- Chek. In China, the people are begIt's hard to think of campus affairs sume position and honor as a member ging for more than
just the Four
today, but life at the University does of the "Big Four" at San Francisco. Freedoms which we seem
to regard
Manager
Business
HERRICK
HELEN
go
on as always. Elections Thursday
With the nearing all-out war against so complacently. They desire freedom
Advertising Manager
FAYE JONES
Circulation Manager are the big topic of conversation lo- Japan, we must prepare to use as a of speech, press, religion, freedom from
NANCY CHASE
Subscription Manager cally; and we're all out to do our base the coast of China. But, if and want, fear, freedom of assembly, freeALICE FONSECA
STAFF ASSISTANTS—Nancy White, Dan Frazier, Marit Andersen, Jan best to make this year's election a true when we make landings, we will find dom to organize, freedom to select
Scales, Sylvia Peterson, Kathleen Wilson, Peg Spaulding, June Jacobsen, Carol one, by getting the largest percentage that the Chinese with whom we will one's profession, personal freedom,
and
Denison. Jessie Cowie. Terry Garcelon, Beverly Peacock, Beth Clement, Jackie yet out to vote. Things have to keep inevitably deal are not
ruled by the de- civil liberties. Some list—when you
Dole. Catie McCain, Doris Stanley.
rolling here at home, too; and this is featist, fascist-like Kuomintang! We ain't got.
our big choice of the year.
will find that the coastal regions boast
And the Chinese people, not the ones
The sororities did themselves proud democratic government under the Chiwe're
"dealing" with, want to abolish
last Saturday night at the annual nese Communists (no longer commuPanhell banquet. Char will make a nistic; more nearly Jeffersonian). Up the secret police, concentration camps,
grand Panhell president; and all the to September, 1944, the wobbly Kuo- and "other organizations of fascist
Another wartime Maine Day has come, and like the others there sororities seem to be very happy, too. mintang relinquished over 1,260.000 character." The free Chinese work
toward the abolition of thought conwill be no gala celebration with the election of mayor and other big Miss Clough gave us all something to square kilometers to the Japanese; but trol and a guarantee of academic freethink about with her timely speech, the free Chinese recovered 66 per
events. Instead of taking a day off, everyone should, this year especi- "Women as Citizens."
dom. Instead of bowing to the Changcent of that area behind enemy lines. sponsored isolationism, they want a
ally, pitch in and help clean up the campus. Maine Day is a great Of course, the Campus staff is still The free Chinese are now engaging
more friendly Sino-American,
help to the University, for it accomplishes in one day what would firmly convinced that the Campus ban- about 74.4 per cent of the combined Soviet, Sino-British relationship,Sinoand
take many days' work by the ground crew. In these days of labor quet is the best one of the year (no enemy forces. (Japs plus puppets.) a closer relationship with all the
offense to all the other wonderful
Enough of
free Chinese United Nations so as to achieve total
shortages the work done on Maine Day is greatly appreciated by the affairs). We really had a wonderful offered to joinfigures—the
the Kuomintang in the cooperation during the war and in the
University.
time Friday night. Even Mr. Gannett, name of Chinese unity; their efforts, peace to follow.
Maine Day, this year, will carry on the tradition of former years. who was allowed a minute for each which were backed by such great men We maintain close relations with the
year he's been working with the staffs, as the democratic scholar, the late fascists who "believe" in
a very conSaturday morning there will be work for everyone able and willing: did
very well and managed to stick to Dr. Sun Yat Sen, were ignored by the venient Confucian changelessness,
and
in the botanical gardens, at the carpenter shop, on the ski slope and the good old five-minute speech rule. reactionary believer in the Confucian these Kuomintang
get exclusive right
at many other places. In the afternoon there will be plenty of base- That leaves him twenty-eight minutes theories of "changelessness," General to represent here the people whom,
Chang Kai-Chek. In fact, free Chi- at home, they do
not represent. And,
ball and in the evening that stupendous, colossal, five-star production, for some year when he's in the mood! nese
troops are executed by the Kuo- as this circle of illogicalness
The Maine Day plans are all made
draws to
the faculty skit. There are rumors that Julius Caesar Hauck is going now; and we've all signed up for our mintang!
a close, one recalls that Poland is not
to die again but this is pure hearsay.
What does this mean to our Army? allowed to make herself heard even
pet cleaning-up projects. Too bad you
So in spite of the fact that you may have had a big evening the can't all be here to help dig around in Plenty, for most Americans do not in a dingy, smoky European cafe.
shrubbery beds! The more the
night before, turn out with the band at eight o'clock and make Sat- the
merrier is the rule at Maine, you
urday, the 10th anniversary of Maine Day, a big success.
know. I hear that Prexie is scheduled
to gracefully pass away in the faculty
YOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN HITS
skit again this time. Hmmmm.
Minnie Lou

In The Maine Spirit...

Paper Speeds Peace...

Paper is a high-priority war material! Maine supplies a large
percentage of pulp used for this vital material. Yet, there is a paper
shortage. (In England, there is a law against destroying paper.)
Next week on campus, a drive to collect paper will begin. Collection boxes will be provided. This paper will be sent to processing
plants where it will be remade into new paper, some of which will
be used for civilian needs, and lots of which will be made into cartons, insulation, and other war goods.
Let's prove that we have not "let down" after V-E Day; let's
get behind the paper drive!
—By Sandy Adams

Salvage Collection Women's Forum
Saturday, May /2 Elects Officers;
Because of the all-out response of Racial Discussion
the campus in the recent contribution
to the clothing drive, which was conducted in cooperation with the town
of Orono, the University has been
asked to help in the paper and rag
collection which will take place on
May 12 and 13.
Everyone is urged to look through
those closets again and this time dig
out old newspapers, class notes that
have passed their usefulness, scrap
paper, and any old rags that may be
hiding there. Please keep the paper
and rags in separate bundles and make
sure that the rags are clean.
Trucks will pick up the boxes and
bundles between nine-thirty and ten
o'clock Saturday morning, May 12.
This includes all houses except The
Elms. The Elms will be included in
the Orono circuit on Sunday.
To retain business and professional
men for supervisory positions in war
industries, Stanford University is offering a training program in management practices in war industries.
(A(P)

Cecil Pavey and Gerry Small were
elected president and secretary respectively of the Women's Forum at the
Thursday evening meeting. The new
officers will assume their duties when
the Forum resumes its activities next
September.
An informal discussion on race
prejudice was led by Dot Foran. The
discussion centered around the Negro
problem in this country. Many students related their personal contacts
with colored people and expressed the
opinions which they derived from these
meetings.
Many remedies were suggested for
improving the economic status of
American Negroes and for eliminating
the strong racial prejudices that are
growing in the United States today.
As a conclusion it was agreed that
public education in racial equality was
the possible solution to the serious
racial problems facing Americans.
Buy War &maps and Bonds

To The Editor
Tuesday, May 8, 1945—Last night
the big guns roared for the last time
in Europe. The men who have
marched the long bitter miles from
Moscow, El Alamein, Anzio, and Normandy have joined forces. This morning at 9 o'clock President Truman
announced the end of hostilities in
Europe over our four major networks.
Today, men, women, and children
from all walks of life are thanking
God for the end of the war in Europe
and are praying for peace for the rest
of the world.
This morning the University of
Maine observed V-E Day in Europe
at an assembly. It is important to
note that before such an assembly
could rightfully be held, the confirmation of the German surrender must
come from the White House. No official announcement had come from
Washington. All of us confidently
expected President Truman to announce it at 9 a.m. At 9 o'clock
there was a complete silence in Memorial Gymnasium. Then the President spoke.
I felt sure that the President did
make the announcement we were all
waiting for because, after the "noise"
subsided, Rev. O'Connor gave the invocation and the assembly continued.
Now I come to the portion of this
letter that has prompted my writing
it. After talking with some 30 or 40
students present at the assembly, I
found that not one had heard what
the President had said! What! Didn't
they care? That certainly was NOT
the reason!!! Our public address system seems to be in such a condition
that words cannot be effectively reproduced by it! In the opinion of
some of the students, something should
be done about this. Maybe before our
next assembly something will be done.
iVe certainly hope so!Ill!
Robert Chaplin

BANGOR and ORONO
M & P Theatres

OPERA HOUSE
BANGOR

For the rest of this week
ends Saturday
Sonja Henie in
"IT'S A PLEASURE"
with Michael O'Shea
For a Full Week
May 13-19
Here's the picture everyone's
waiting for
Spencer Tracy and Katherine
Hepburn in
"WITHOUT LOVE"

BIJOU
BANGOR
Wed., Timm., & Fri.
May 9-10-11
"I'LL REMEMBER APRIL"
with Gloria Jean, Kirby Grant,
Milburn Stone, Edward S.
Brophy, and Hobart Cavanaugh
Sat., Sun., Mon., & Tues.
May 12-13-14-15
Take off on this laugh-tour of
torrid Latin tempos, romance,
and song:
"PAN-AMERICANA"
with Phillip Terry, Audrey
Long, Robert Benchley, Coe
Arden, and Ernest Truex

5T

Maine C
(Con tin

1—Cleanini
Leade
Supervise
Meet
Marie Cra
Buzzell, M;
Watson, Bev
McGinley, I
Arthur A.
Mary Saw)
Yvonne Mak
Dole, Albert;
Marianne M
Elizabeth B
Robert Buck
Korobkin, W
ter, Joseph V
Savage, Pe
Harris, Pat
Bean, Fred I
R. Wilso;
Charles Burg
Jackson, Ra:
Lee Davis,
min R. Spe
Roger Hanna
H. D. Lamso
ard Southar
Robert MacL
derlin, Robert
Robert King
A. Douglas
Bryce Lambe
ton Elbe. Let
Stuart, Edwi
Gee.
2—Cabina (
Leader
Supervisot
Meet
Mary Cou
Mabel Wood
Bailey. Rache
ford, Robert
Malcolm Kitt
Ann Harmon
3—S.A.E.,

Leader
Supervisor
Meet
Phyllis NOT
ert Browne,
Banton, Eve]]
White. Heler
ham, Leona F

Send Yo

THE CI
132 Main

SEM!
ORONO

Wednesday and Thursday
May 9-10
Double Features
"WHAT A BLONDE"
ith Leon Errol, Elaine Riley
Plus
"DARK WATERS"
with Merle Oberon, Franchot
Tone, Thomas Mitchell
Fri. & Sat., May 11-12
"KEEP YOUR POWDER
DRY"
with Lana Turner,
Lorraine Day, Susan Peters
Sunday and Monday
May 13-14
"BRING ON THE GIRLS"
with Eddie Bracken, Sonny
Tufts, Veronica Lake
Tuesday, May IS
"I'OWER OF WHISTLER"
with Richard Dix, Janis Carter
Wed. & Thurs., May 16-1
Double Ventura's
"FRISCO SAL"
Susanna Foster,
p%
‘t
Turban Bey
"HOUSE OF FEAR"
with
Basil Rathbone,Niegel Bruce

Bijou and Opera House operate continuously from 1:30 to 11 o'clock.
Matinee Prices: 35# to 5 o'clock
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Constance Campbell, Priscilla Forde, bard, Esther Ring, Dorothy Carey, Kathy Collett, Martha Leeman,
Nor- Jane Barnes, Joyce Faulkner, Laurel
Glenna Spofford, /dary Bachelder,' Carolyn Small, Gerda Langbehn, Ma- ma Hoyle, Barbara Howlett Barbara
,
Clements, Pat Hutto, Beth Clement,
Barbara Carter, Elinor Dickson, Hel- rian Weeks, Jean Webb, Barbara Williams, Dorothy Bruns, Ora
Mac- Beverly Pitman, Gay Weaver, Flo
(Continued from Page One)
en McKenna, Priscilla Lancaster, Woodfin, Jean Ackley, Eleanor Per- Donald. Shirley Castner, Georgia
Par- Sawyer, John Goff, Alfred Dumais,
1—Cleaning Carpenter Shop Area Eleanor Trask, Mary Pinkham, Mar- kins, Marit Anderson, Marjorie Max- sons, Betty Boterf, Gladys Friedler, Dick Pratt, Jeanne Ross, Frances
jorie Carter, Jennie Harding, Made- im, Dean Edith Wilson, Helen Gor- Betty Kepler, Connie Thomas,
Albert White, Betty Collis.
Leader, Hartley Banton
line Dickey, Joan Frye, Betty Pelle- den, Noreen Reed, Polly Spear, Hazel M. Turner, Clarence E.
Bennett, FlorSupervisor, J. Carroll Dempsey
16—W.A.A. Cleaning Project
tier, Pat Murray, Florence Bickford, Nutt.
ence Armstrong, Venita Kittredge,
Meet at Carpenter Shop
Margaret Ketchen, Marjorie McCubLeader, Ada Minott
Jeanne
Staples, Virginia Huson, Lau7—Sweeping Roads
Supervisor, Helen A. Lengyel
Marie Crane, Nancy White, Helen rey, Evelyn Shaw.
retta Kelley.
Leader, Alvah Ford
Buzzell, Mary Weymouth, Esther 4—Elms (Lawns and Shrub Beds)
Meet in Women's Gym
12—Ski Slope Clearing Project
Supervisor, J. Carroll Dempsey
Watson, Beverly Joy Leighton, Gloria
Evie Foster, Morna Kimball, Helen
Leader,
Shirley
Titcomb
Leader,
David
Sykes
Meet
Alumni
at
Hall—S
ide entrance
McGinley, Hazel Starrett, President
Beckler, Margaret S. Wilson, Florence
Supervisor, J. Carroll Dempsey
Supervisor, Mr. Jones
Francis Linehan, Howard K. LamArthur A. Hauck, Therna Myers.
Bruce,
Rosanna Chute, Betty Allen,
Meet at Elms
bert, Richard Tardy, Donald Buckley, Meet at side entrance (near parking Fay Jones,
Mary Sawyer, Dorothy Pillsbury,
Pauline Dudley, Joan Amlot) of Lord Hall
Yvonne Makin, Peg Asker, Jacqueline
Mortimer J. Williams, Richard L. Tom Murray, Perham Amsden, Howbrose, Evelyn Fogg, Betty Baker,
Dick
Higgins,
ard
Charles
Lincoln,
Keiser, Paul Bray, Betty Flint, Mary Lesinski
Dole, Alberta Closson, Elinore Beeler,
B. Crofutt,
A. Faith Stevens, Beverly
, Carolyn Wieden,
Marianne McLaughlin, Judy Fielder, Peacock, Rosemond Hammond, Jackie George E. Bullens, Barbara Vaughan, Marjorie Grant, Helen Kelsall, Mary Grace Griffin,
Elizabeth Boyce, Katherine George, Brown, Anne Woods, Doris Stanley, Roland Murdock, Barbara Crowell, Marble, Polly True, Doris Foran, Dudley, Betty Dorothy Currier, Ruth
Robert Buck, George Baker, Leonard Ruth Hansen, Janice Campbell, Lois Jay Maxwell, Doris Stickney, Jerry Connie Howe, Jean Wallace, Una J. Lala Jones, Quimby, Shirley Sibley,
Esther Libby, Doris EmKorobkin, William Tozier, Glenn Por- Baird, Martha O'Brien, Arlene Clev- Rawcliffe, Mary Dineen, Ramona MacDonald, Mary Hollingdale, Bar- ery, Constanc
ter, Joseph Volpe, Bradley Rising, Doc en, Margaret Gowdey, Elizabeth Kel- Simpson, Janet Spiller, Mary Wahl, bara Lurie, Mary Sawyer, Virginia tunes, Sylvia e Cooper, Helen ForBradford, Mary-'Vesta
Savage, Peter Bradshaw, Charles so, Evelyn P. Ashby, Carolyn White- Ruth Butterfield, Gene Cranch, Jessie Hinds, Anna Crouse, John Clement. Marston,
Phyllis Smith, Muriel WhitHarris, Paul McGouldrick, Albert house, Jean Gowdey, Ruth Stearns, Cowie, Barbara Day, Lucille Cote, 13—Cleaning Walls of Memoria temore, Margare
l
t Watson, Mary LibPhyllis Corneal, Jane Austin, Maxine Dorothy Davis, Lester Mack, Cecily
Bean, Fred Rackliffe.
by, Mary Spangler. Elsie Pierce, BarGymnasium
Johnson,
Soule,
Mary
McCread
Judith
DenniMary
y,
L. Etzel, Phyllis ElR. Wilson Haskell, Al Miller,
bara Mills, Carol Irvine, Evelyn GerLeader, Charles Cushing
Charles Burgoyne, John Day, Howard dridge, Lois Webber, Eloise Law, Hil- son, Barbara Crane, Harriet Rowe,
rish, Gloria Redman, Janet Hobbs.
Supervis
or,
Stanley
M.
Wallace
Jackson, Ray Clark, Irving Garber, da Haskell, Muriel Polley, Catherine Mary Smith, Joanne Libby.
Meet in Memorial Gym
17—Waste Paper Salvage
8—Roving Pruning Crew
Lee Davis, Eugene Long, Dr. Benja- Moses, Fredericka Amborn, Eunice
Jo-Anne Childs, Lorna Kramer,
Supervisor, H. NV. Leavitt
Hammon
d,
EleanorMae
Thompso
n,
min R. Speicher, Willis Anderson,
Leader, J. Robert Smyth, Jr.
Dorothy Thompson, Barbara Sullivan,
Meet at Wingate Hall
Roger Hannemann, Tom Harrington, Pat Palmer, Peg Googins, Flops
Supervisor, Roger Clapp
Jean Delano, Jane Longfellow, Bar- William Hayes,
Phillip C. Whitney.
H. D. Lamson, Arnold Hedlund, Rich- Palmer, Virginia Noel.
Meet at Horticulture Building
bara Weick, Margie Boynton, Maya Among those
who have been workard Southard. Edward Woodbrey, 5—Stevens to Mech. Shop (Lawns
Roland J. West, Kay Mills, Therese Jones, Phyllis Jordan, Elaine Poust, ing
and planning Maine Day this year
Robert MacLauchlan, Dr. George Sanand Shrubs)
Dumais, Valerie Warren, Katherine Cecil Pavey, Marcia Smargon, Elizaderlin, Robert Dumas, James Mollison.
Leader, D. Dexter Thompson
M. Ward, Robert Ham, Lee Jinks, beth Jameson, Barbara Potts, Edith are the following: working on the
Robert Kingsbury, John J. Murphy,
Supervisor, J. Carroll Dempsey
Bernard Prescott, Ethel A. Tarr.
Anne Young, Virginia Rackliff, Pau- central Maine Day Committee were:
A. Douglas Glanville, John Sweatt, Meet at back of center
line Parent, Clara Leeman, Herbert chairman Roger Hannemann, secreStevens
9—Plan
ting
Crew
Bryce Lambert, Milton Cameron, MilChampion, Herbert Mitchell, Kathleen tary, Kay Mills, President Arthur A.
Joseph E. Sheehy, H. B. Kirshen,
Leader, Norwood Olmsted
ton Elbe. Leonard Plavin, Richard K. Hal Blood,
Wilson, Coral French, Sona Averill, Hauck. Prof. John Stewart, Prof.
Hastings
Bartley,
Harry
Supervis
or,
Roger
Clapp
Stuart, Edwin Champion, Roy Mac- Watson,
Madolyn Hawes, Roy Blake, Jeanne Jones, Prof. Roger Clapp, Dean Edith
Helen
Noyes,
Bonnie
AnMeet
Horticul
at
ture Building
Gee.
drews, Joan Look, Guylene Smith,
Heartz, Elaine Perkins, Ruth Fogler, G. Wilson, Carroll Dempsey, J.
Rob2—Cabins (Shrubs and Grounds) Olivia Stickney, Carol Denison, Nan- Sheldon Sokol, Bill Melcher, John Betty Higgins, Edith Sheldon,
Fred ert Smyth, Jr., Lala Jones, Robert
B. Crockett, Raymond Amsden, Bob Rackliffe
Leader, Thomas Plaisted
cy Moses, Cynthia Tribou, Jane Need- Brown,
,
Paul
Dowe.
Hamm, Barker Hopkins, Therese DuChesebrough, Toni
Supervisor, J. Carroll Dempsey
ham, Sylvia Pendleton, Maynard F. Doescher Wilfred
19—Cleaning Around Memorial mais.
Beverly
,
Packard
Josephin
,
e
Jordan, Janice Brown, Aletha Meade, Macri,
Meet at central Cabin
Gymnasium
Betty Harvey, Geraldine KeeThe sub-committees were made up
Mary Courtright, Donna Welts, Lillian Oda, Patricia Gonya, Jo-Ann nan, Mavis York, Jean Campbell,
Leader, Kenneth Reed
of:
Mabel Wood. Sheila Babson, Lois Bouchard, Patty Berry, Ella Sawyer. Elaine Craig, Priscilla Cochrane, Alice
Supervisor, Theodore S. Curtis
Student Skit Committee: chairman,
Bailey, Rachel Seavey, Charles Brad- Phyllis Boutilier, Evelyn Look, Clar- Fonseca, Eleanor Webb, Geraldin
Meet in Field House
e
Lala Jones, John Goff, Pat Hutto, Al
anne
Hamilton.
ford, Robert Lothrop, Kurt Biehl.
Small, Olive Upton, Pauline Quint,
Margaret Hanscom, Jean Miller, Dumais, Ginny Merchant, Joan GreenMalcolm Kittredge, Victor H. Coffin.
6—Balentine, Colvin, and
Sylvia Peterson, Cecelia Reynolds.
Mary Grace Tibbetts, Jean Yates, wood, Dottie Currier, Marianna
Ann Harmon.
Estabrooke Shrubs
Mc10—Cle
aning Project at M.C.A. Carol Davis, Betty Jane Durgin, Laughlin
3—S.A.E. to Sigma Chi (Lawns
, and Peg Preble.
Leader, Gerry MacBurnie
Leader,
John
Bragg
Barbara
Whalen,
Pat Stickney. Mar- Equipment Committee:
and Shrubs)
Supervisor, J. Carroll Dempsey
chairman,
Supervisor, Charles E. O'Connor
jorie Yates. Carolyn Chaplin, Marion Barker
Leader, Jennie Manson
Hopkins, George Steinbauer,
Meet at Colvin
Young,
Meet
Dorothy
MCA
at
Goodnow
,
Norma
Supervisor, J. Carroll Dempsey
Richard Gillespie, Kendall Power, Fred York, Melvin Bartlett,
Herzing, Anna Keene, Patricia St. Verne Byers, Norman Whiting, and
Meet at Sigma Chi
Lewis Ouillette, Roy Henderson, Don Swain, Irene Hamlin, Barbara Amelia John, Priscilla Graham, Doris Davis, t Justin McIntire.
GoodPhyllis Norton, Morris Pilot, Rob- Smaha, Merle Grindle,
Harriet Woodsum, Stella Borkowski, Publicity Committee: chairman,
Willard
ert Browne, Gilbert O'Connell, Gail in, David D. Holmes, Verne Cow- win, Jean Lynaugh, Terry Garcelon, Chih-Cheng Chang,
Byers,
Roger Luce. Rob- Therese Dumais, Joan Greenwood, AlAmbrose
Ellen
Barbara
J.
Conners.
,
Banton, Evelyn Nicholson, Elizabeth Jean Crawford, Edith
ert
Fischer,
Vance
Dick,
Marian
Dearborn, Benja- fred Dumais, Dick Pratt, and Mary
Jane Nadeau, Phyllis Pendleton, Mary
White, Helen Soule, Phyllis Don- Littlefield, Beverly Kemp,
min Kent, Dan Frazier, Jr.
Courtright.
ham, Leona Peterson, Arlene Tankle. bard, Betty M. Small, Mary Hub- Anne Hillson, Charlene Lowe, Joan
Evelyn M. Greenwood, Judith Banton, Mary
Ed. Forsyth, Stanley Miller, Donald Softball Committee: chairman, Bob
White, Winifred Fowle, Gloria Lom- Gray, Doris Merrill, Ruth Connors, Casey, Phil Burrill, George Walling- Hamm, Ruth Hansen, Florence ArmElaine M:Manus, Betty Palmer, Marie ford, Bernard Rines, Harry Perry, strong, and Hastings Bartley.
Haines, Filene French, Barbara Allen. Edward Ames, Dick Lycette, Terence
•
Hinkley, H. Edwin Young, Franklin
Send Your Picture Home
• 11—Botanical Garden Project
Talbot, Pierre Beaufrand, Eugene
Camera Supplies
Leader, Bob NIalcomson
Boutilier, Reginald Roderick, Richard
THE COYNE STUDIO
Largest East of Boston
Supervisor, Fay Hyland
Kraske, Jack Whitmore, Irving Gray,
Meet at rear of Phi Eta Kappa
Alpha Kappa Chapter of Delta DelDeveloping and Printing
Domenic Cuccinello, Joseph Wald132 Main St.
Bangor, Me.
Milton Popkin, Gordon Thompson, stein, P. Kent Fields, Martha Bond, ta Delta sorority at the University of
Come In To See Us
Paul Grant, Bill Wilson, C. DeWitt John E. Stewart, Paul Clifford.
Maine will participate in the nationHardy, Carl M. Flynn, Kay Bridges, 15—Cle
wide observance of Delta Week, May
aning
at
Little
Theatre
Winona Edminster, Barbara Patten,
13-20. Cecil-Ann Pavey is general
Leader, Betty Lehman
Shop Hurd '17
Harriet Watson, Carol Smith, Pauline
chairman of the week's activities.
Supervisor, Herschel L. Bricker
15 Central St.
Russell, JoAnne Chellis, June JacobBangor
Highlighting the activities are the
Meet in Little Theatre
SUMMER'S 11ERE!
•
son, Barbara McNeil, Muriel Perkins,
Gerald Hermanson, Patricia Taylor, Initiation Banquet and Pansy BreakLancy Carter, Phyllis Hammond, Bar- fast. The program of the week is:
bara Bond, Dorothy Boulos, Saralyn
Phillips, Nancy Chase, Loraine Davis,
NOTICE
Edith Merrill, Janice Scales, Irma
Maine's finer store
Miller, Dorothy Salo, Muriel Gee, Sunday afternoon at 2:00, we will
JEWELERS
meet at the University bus stop to
for Diamonds
OF BANGOR
start on a treasure hunt, stopping only
for the past 52 years
46 Main St.
when our pockets are bulging with
pirate
booty. Wear old clothes, for
•
GREETING CARDS
the clues point to a trail leading
through the surrounding countryside.
for
Everyone is invited to come, if they
first sign up on the sheet in their dorALL OCCASIONS
mitory.

Maine Day Projects
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BRYANT'S
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JOHN J. NISSEKBAKING CORP.
BLUE RIBBON BREAD

at

(Enriched with Vitamin BO
DOUGIINUTS — CAKES — PASTRIES
45 Columbia Street
Bangor, Maine

ter,
Peters

PARK'S 811LAIVDAVIligt
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GIRLS"
, Sonny
lake

15
's II
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1617

Crisp. cotton dresses are just
the thing for that collegiate
look during these on-coming
hot summer da,s.
Flow,- dresses in shantung,
chambray, sharkskin, butcher
linen, and seersuckers, all in
‘ariety of refreshing colors
and bright prints.
Juniors—sizes 9-15
Misses—sizes 12-20
Prices range front 5.98-8.95

The SYSTEM Co.
RANCOR

Vail orders filled promptly

PLUMBING & HEATING
.1-17 MILL ST. ORONO, MAINE

SPORT TOGS—For Spring
Fine, light-weight Wool Sport Shirts, in fancy patterns
or plain colors

Hillson's Tailor Shop

CLEANING AND PRESSING
Specializing in Ladles'
Gowns and Drell/s.
MIII St
Orono

The Birthstone for May
— EMERALD --

DONALD PRATT CO.

Poplin and "Tackle-Twill" Jackets

18 Hammond St.

Sport Sweaters

Bangcr, Me.

Hosiery and Footwear
The Compliments
of the

M. L. French & Son Co.
11,1 1'

Ling, St

PARAMOUNT

Bangor, Me.

•

•

22-26 P. 0. Sq.

Bangor, Me.
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Cyclists Coast,
Canoe, Collapse
On Chemo, Chick

l.al.i Joni.

Fill

the

Steins Maine Gains First Victory

--TO MAINE MEN

Of Season Over Colby Mules

This week has been one of good
IN THE SERVICE—
sounds. At present I can hear the
First-class pitching by Eddie Wood- !peg from Bob Johnson on first base.
No one came back who didn't have
Sgt. Jack E. Bear, 175th Regt. Hq., brey plus timely hitting by the whole
whirring of the lawn mower, which
There will be a double header here
is always a good sound. It is a prom- sunburn, who was still able to look a U.P., APO 29, U. S. Army, c/o team gave Maine its initial victory Saturday afternoon against Connectiraisin or a bottle of root beer in the Postmaster, N. Y., N. Y....Lt. Wal- of the season
over the Colby Mules cut. This will add to the many events
ise of summer, even if the weather eye, who didn't feel like a pedal pushter Sullivan, Hq. Special Troops Para- by a score of 10-4.
of the coming week-end which is highdoesn't seem to promise anything! Of er all night, who wasn't glad that they chute School, Fort Benning, Ga....
lighted by the annual Maine Day. The
In
going
the
distance,
Woodbrey
course, the best sound of all was the went on the MOC bike trip to Chemo Lt. (j.g.) Richard W. Karl, Box 113,
tennis team annexed their first match
was
trouble
in
but
once.
the
In
sixth
Pond.
Dr.
and
Mrs. Frederick Martin Pawnee Rock, Kansas ...Pvt. Hugh
news of victory in Europe. Maybe
of the season by downing Colby's
and twenty-six of us arrived at camp W. Hastings, Sq. I AAFTS, Ama- inning, Colby had the bases loaded
you are wondering if this has much at various times on
with but one out. Ed momentarily squad by a score of 6-1. Outstanding
Saturday. Some rillo, Texas.
lost his control, allowing two runners play was turned in by Smith and
to do with a column of this nature, were in time to explore the lake in
Cpl. Elizabeth C. Foster, Gibbs- to tally on successive wild pitches. A Beaufrand for Maine both in singles
but since the news was heard all day Dr. Martin's sailboat, the row boat, tuman Bldg., Louisville,
Ky.... Pvt. third runner scored on a hit. Maine and doubles.
Tuesday from a radio in the gym or canoe. Sykes, Baker, and Whit- Martin M. Scher,
78th Q.M.Mg. Co. came back with two runs in the last
office, it should be jotted down with ing apparently weren't content with 14th Q.M. Brn.,
ASFJC, Camp Lee, of the sixth to take an 8-4 lead.
everything else that happens in that just exploring above the surface— Va....Lt. Carl
P. Wheaton, Mag. Single tallies were added in the sevdepartment. Another good sound of they took a dip in the lake with all 46, FMF 461,
MCAB. Cherry Point, enth and eighth innings to put the
this past week was all of the noise their clothes on. Well, that is one N. C....Lt. Stanley
Members of the Contributors' Club
B. Smith, 3539 game on ice.
which emerged from the gym last Sat- way to wash clothes and take a bath. B.U.E.T.T.C., Sq. B,
met Tuesday evening to hear and to
Langley Field, It took little time for the hitters
to
urday morning. It rained on the day
Next morning we woke up in the Va.
solve the slowball deliveries of Colby's discuss Helen Herrick's original story
set for Play Day (is that unusual?), fog, turned over to sleep again and
A/C Elmer A. Bowen, Jr., NAS, starting pitcher. He was driven from "It Was Too Late." Norma Herzing
so the whole affair was held in the woke up in the sunshine. Our first
Pensacola,
Fla.... Edward H. Hud- the hill in a three run uprising in the presented a reading of her poem "Siggym, and from what I hear the girls thought then was food. Since somehad just as much fun as they would one forgot the cooking fat, we fried son, S 2/c Rdm, USS Palawan, ARG fifth inning. It was an excellent game mund Freud" and a short story ento watch with plenty of action on the titled "The City Girls."
have had outdoors. Well, that's what the pancakes in a skillet greased with #10, Fleet Post Office, N. Y.
field throughout the game. A heavy
Prof. Walter Whitney, guest critic,
it says here. anyway. There were everything from hot dogs and potatoes
wind kept the outfielders in doubt as talked interestingly and informatively
about 150 girls from Maine and the to peanut butter. From that time on,
neighboring high schools participat- the cooking was continuous until we Hoppy's chain broke. The engineers to the general direction in which the on his experiences in the field of
ing. The next day I heard that the left for Chick Hill. We ate when we declared the situation hopeless after ball was going, but errorless ball was magazine writing.
welcome exercise caused many a stiff weren't swimming, boating, pitching bobby pins failed to help. So we played.
The next meeting of the club will
joint to let its owner know of its horseshoes, or sleeping in the sun- hailed a passing car and Hoppy and
The fielding gem of the day was be held in the Balentine sun parlor on
bike rode home in pre-war luxury.
whereabouts. Out of condition, gals?? shine.
turned in by Dom Cuccinello on a Tuesday, May 22. Twelve themes by
We know the ground well between
hard drive between second and short. prospective members will be discussed
The class volley ball tournament has
It is hard to explain, but we started Old Town and Chemo. We
should "Cooch" moved over fast, stabbed the and the
been completed with the proud Sophs climbing Big Chick and reached the as we pushed our bikes
new members will be selected
up every hill ball and whipped it to first
for the on the basis of the quality of the
as winners. Runner-up has not been top of Little Chick. The trails must and rode with
our feet on the handle out. A rather unique
double play was pieces.
determined yet. The Soph team this have split. After stopping long enough bars down every
hill in all twenty- turned in by
Maine in the eighth innyear had a team of 18 at most of the to take a double exposure to prove plus miles of it.
That is enough to ing. With runners on first
and third,
games, which shows unusual interest that we made it, we slid down (88° make anyone walk
as though they had the Colby batter hit
one back to Wood- ;1•,,'
and enthusiasm. Hats off to you!! angle) to our bikes at the foot.
been astride a bucking broncho for
Just as we started up the first hill, quite some time, enough to make them brey on the mound. Ed feinted a
The tennis tournament begins next
throw to third to hold on the runner,
week. Don't forget to sign up in your
sleep like logs, and enough to make
wheeled, threw to first for one out.
dorm on the posters. Games of singles
them dream of the next hike.
On the play, the Colby runner atand doubles are being played this year.
tempted to go home, only to be nipped
The tournament drawing will be held The Travel Wise Stop at...
Buy War Stamps and Bonds
at the plate by Goff on an accurate
next week and please remember to
always wear sneakers on the courts!! ,
BANGOR * * *MAINE
The badminton tournament is drawWhen you or your friends
ing to an end with semi-finals being
"come to town"
Good meals—cheery rooms
played off this coming week. J. Denfrom $1.75 a day
nison plays the winner of the Closson- ,
Armstrong match, and N. Chipman
will play M. Maxim for the other I
f•••
semi-final match.

Contributor' Club

BANGOR HOUSE
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"PAT"
Thanks you for your
'patronage and invites you
to drop in any time

University
• Fordham
SCHOOL OF LAW

5.

,

NEW YORK

Three-Year Day Course
Four-Year Evening Course

FARNSWORTH'S CAFE

g

CO-EDUCATIONAL
Member Assn. of American Law
Schools
Under Accelerated Plan Day Course
may be completed in Two Years;
Evening Course in Two Years and
Eight Months.

CIGARETTE
SMOKERS

Registrar, Fordham Univ.
School of Law

for Gibbs secretaries last year Outstanding training for college women. preparing
for the more desirable positions Catalog
Address College Course Dean.

! I I
halliann e
il)nS
NEW YORK 17
.
230 Park Ave.
BOSTON 16
90 Marlborough St.
CHICAGO 11, 720 N. Michigan Ave.
PROVIDENCE 6. . . 155 Angell St.

Men With BIG Thirsts ...

302 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y.

8544 CALLS

felts an

A.&

Fr f Irther information address

•
Young men and women will
always find this banking institution interested and helpful in their business progress.
Responsibility is reflected by
a checking account, which is
also a factor in establishing
credit and standing.

The
Merrill
Trust Company
Woh t*•1.• officipa In
E•starn Maine

M•mbo, F•d•ral Deposk Insurance Corp.
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FIRST YEAR CLASSES BEGIN
On June 11th and Sept. 24th, 1945
ard February 4th, 1946

M•mbatr Fed•ral Reurro Bank

XI,

Howe as st(
Donald as t
Amsden as
scher and C

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES

Make your own tailor-made
cigarettes from ally tobacco
with our
De-Luxe ZIP-ROLL
The amazing pocket cigarette
roller, carry in vest pocket or
in lady's purse. Send $1.00 bill,
check or postal note for 2
satrples prepaid. Keep 1, sell 1.
Good opening and big profits
for salesmen.
DE-LUXE MFG. CO.
1914 East Franklin Ave.
Minneapolis 4, Minnesota

Vol.

Pretty opalescent sea
shells in rainbow hues
with green plastic leaves
on woven plastic. Prettiest new trick to wear as
a head band or beltwith
your summer dresses,
slacks, beach togs and
play clothes.
Headband (kr

Belt
Combs
each

"FRESH UP"
OR THE JOB
*No matter how big ...
don't let thirst slow you
down. "Fresh up" with a
chilled bottle of 7-Up on
the job. Thirst stops ...
Work goes!

On YOUR Job...

$2

$1

Aild tax, please
JEWELRY
STREET FLOOR

"Fresh
Up"
with...

Distributed by
C. LEARY & Co.
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